 The loop-based parallelism of OpenMP introduces a poor partitioning, leading to decreasing scalability for hybrid-SGS, while ℓ 1 -SGS and Cheby(2) stay robust.
 Performance degrades for more than 6 MPI tasks/node due to local memory pressure and increased pressure on the inter-node communication network .  Tasks can migrate between processors (Aff=16/16) or stay on a processor (Aff=4/16).
• Smoothers significantly affect AMG"s convergence and run time.
• Solve Ax=b, where A symmetric positive definite, A = A D + A O , where A D is the block diagonal of A.
• Smoothing: x n+1 = x n + M -1 (b -A x n )
• Smoothers considered here:
• • Total times for AMG-GMRES(10) solving a Laplace problem with 75,000 grid points per core on ORNL's Cray XT-5 Jaguar-PF.
• Jaguar-PF has 18,688 nodes, each of which consists of two sockets holding AMD Opteron Hex-core processors.  OpenMP performance stalls for more than 4 tasks since the master thread allocates all memory on a single memory module leading to large memory access times.  MCSup (MultiCoreSUPport library) pins threads to processors and allocates the data on the same module as the thread that will access it with minimal impact on the code.
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 Notations: "MPI" was compiled using MPI only, all other versions were compiled with both MPI and OpenMP; mxn denotes the use of m MPI tasks with n OpenMP threads per node. All cores per node were utilized.  The results show that a general solution for obtaining good multi-core performance is not possible without considering the specific architecture.
• Total times for AMG-GMRES(10) solving a Laplace problem with 62,500 grid points per core on LLNL's Linux cluster Hera.
• Hera has 864 nodes, each of which consists of 4 sockets, equipped with AMD Quad-core processors. All nodes are connected by QDR Infiniband.
• Total times for AMG-GMRES(10) solving a Laplace problem with 62,500 grid points per core on ANL's BG/P Intrepid.
• Intrepid has 40,960 nodes, each of which contains a Quad-core 850 MHz PowerPC 450 processor.
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